Search Google infographic transcript

This infographic, "Search Google Like a Pro," was created by Splashsys. We search Google just about every day, but we probably did not know there was a way to do it like a pro. This graphic gives us tips on how to search Google quicker and more efficiently. It gives us six different tips to follow.

1. “Quotation Marks,” suggests using quotation marks in your search terms, by doing this it will only pull up results with those search terms in it.

2. “- Dashes,” suggests using dashes in front of words to exclude that information from your search results, e.g. dolphins -football.

3. “~ Tilde,” suggests using tilde marks to include synonyms in the search result, e.g. music ~classes, which would search for music classes, lessons, coaching, etc.

4. “Site:,” suggests using “site:” to search within a specific website, e.g. site:ndtv.com will only give results from NDTV.

5. “| Vertical bar,” suggests using a vertical bar ( | ), like blouse| shirt | chemise, to search for websites that include one, two, or all of those terms.

6. “.. Two Periods,” suggests to use two periods (..) to search within two number ranges, e.g. movies 1950..1970.